Press Release

ENTSOG publishes the CAM Network Code related ‘Capacity Auction Calendar’ for 2019/20

( Brussels, 17 December, PR0176-18) The Capacity Allocation Mechanism Network Code (CAM NC) requires ENTSOG to publish information related to specific capacity auctions. This ‘Auction Calendar’ for 2019/20 is now available on the ENTSOG website.

The Auction Calendar 2019/20 contains all relevant timings for auctions of standard capacity products. Key auction dates are:

- Annual yearly capacity auction (firm capacity) – 1 July 2019
- Quarterly capacity auctions (firm capacity) – 5 August 2019, 4 November 2019, 3 February 2020 and 4 May 2020
- Monthly capacity auctions (firm capacity) – third Monday of M-1
- Daily capacity auctions (firm capacity) – D-1, 14:30 (UTC)
- With-In Day capacity auctions (firm capacity) – Each hour for the period starting from +4 hours until the end of the gas day

The Auction Calendar is available here.

Should you require any further information please contact Carmel Carey (+32 2 894 5136 or ENTSOG.Communications@entsog.eu).

Editorial notes

> ENTSOG was founded on 1 December 2009 in line with Regulation (EC) 715/2009. The current number of Members, Associated Partners and Observers can be found at this link.

> In line with Articles 6, 7 and 8 of the Regulation (EC) 715/2009, ENTSOG has the task of formulating network codes in a number of areas and of adopting various communications: a non-binding community-wide Ten-Year Network Development Plan on biennial basis; Winter and Summer Supply Outlooks; common network operation tools; recommendations relating to the coordination of technical cooperation between community and third-country-TSOs; annual work programmes and annual reports.